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Abstract
We study the long-run effect of the Gulag system on corruption in the countries of
the ex-Soviet Union and in so doing provide insights into the transmission mechanisms
of cultural norms. We hypothesize that the system of forced labour camps created
in the 1930s had a lasting effect on corruption as it involved the traumatic and
quasi-permanent relocation of over 6 million anti-regime intellectuals to highly-corrupt
environments. We find that firms and households located within 10km of a Gulag are
less likely to report that informal payments are necessary to get things done, and this
effect is entirely driven by firms active in the same industry as the nearby Gulag was.
Our results thus suggest that anti-corruption norms may have been transmitted within
industries within Gulags.
JEL CODES: D73, K42, O17,P37
Key Words: corruption, persistence, natural experiment.
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INTRODUCTION

Corruption has often been described as a cancer at the heart of many countries’ problems.
A recent report from the IMF (2016) for example argues that systemic corruption affects
virtually all state functions, from monetary policy to education, and this leads to devastating
social and economic outcomes such as poverty (see Figure 1). Corruption negatively affects
growth notably by lowering investment (Mauro, 1995; Wei, 2000) but also by distorting the
allocation of resources (Bertrand et al., 2007) and the behaviour of firms (Sequeira and
Djankov, 2014). And as Bardhan (1997) suggests, the tenacity with which corruption tends
to persist often leads to despair and resignation on the part of those who are concerned
about it.1
While it is widely recognized that corruption is a major impediment to countries’ growth
and development, it is still not clear why some countries are corrupt while others are
law-abiding. Many studies point to cultural norms as the main explanation. Sandholtz and
Taagepera (2005) for example suggested that cultural factors explain 75% of the variation
in the perceived corruption across non-communist countries. Fisman and Miguel (2007)
managed to isolate the cultural-norms effect from legal environments by looking at the
parking behaviour of diplomats working at the United Nations in New York. They showed
that diplomats from corrupt countries carry their corrupt culture from home as they are more
likely to take advantage of their diplomatic immunity and fail to pay their parking tickets.
Other studies have aimed to uncover the origins and sources of persistence of corruption
cultures. Vicente (2010) showed that the emergence of oil revenues makes a country more
corrupt. Treisman (2000) looked at a cross section of countries and found that countries
with Protestant traditions, histories of British rule, and long exposures to democracy were
perceived as less corrupt while Sandholtz and Taagepera (2005) and Djankov et al. (2016)
suggested that countries with a history of communism were more corrupt.2 Similarly Becker
1

See Aidt (2003), Svensson (2005) and Olken and Pande (2012) for recent corruption literature surveys.
A case in point is Russia. Figure 1 suggests that the poorest countries are the most corrupt, yet countries
from the ex-Soviet Union fare even worse than their income would predict. Russia’s corruption is perceived
2
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et al. (2016) found that, within countries, regions which were part of the Habsburg empire
100 years ago have less corruption in courts and police today. These studies pointed to
the long-run persistence of corruption culture. But while Tirole (1996) theorized that the
persistence of corruption in a society may be explained by the bad collective reputation
of previous generations, there is little empirical evidence on the mechanisms of corruption
transmission over time.
Figure 1
Corruption vs. GDP per capita (2014)
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World Governance Indicators and GDP per capita is in current
USD and from the World Development Indicators. Both series are
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In this paper we use the Gulag system as a natural experiment to identify the long-run
transmission mechanisms of corruption norms. The Gulag was the system of forced labour
as high as in Pakistan or Uganda, for example. Alexei Navalny, a Russian political activist, provides a telling
anecdote. He suggests that Transneft, which transports more than 90% of Russia’s oil, spent more on charity
than on capital investments in 2008, while no leading charity organisations reported receiving donations.
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camps and colonies Stalin created in the 1930s in his push for industrialization. From 1929
until Stalin’s death in 1953 18 million prisoners and political exiles passed through 474
camps scattered across the Soviet Union and devoted to various economic activities such as
forestry, mining, light manufacturing, metal manufacturing or agriculture (Hosford et al.,
2006). We hypothesize that the Gulag system may have had long-run effects on corruption
for three main reasons. The first is that, as we’ll document in the next section, the Gulag
administration was inherently corrupt. Bribery was widespread among camp officials and
they did not care for abuses of justice and order. This corrupt system may have persisted
through the next decades much like the Habsburg Empire’s bureaucracy (Becker et al., 2016).
The second reason is that there was a selection of educated and anti-regime individuals into
the Gulag system as Stalin targeted the political elite, i.e. counter-revolutionaries, and these
may have been less likely to condone corrupt behaviour. The third reason is that exposure to
the violence and trauma of the Gulag may have led to post-traumatic growth in moral values.
This is a phenomenon of positive personal change following devastating events documented
by psychologists (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 1996). Since prisoners ended up settling down and
working at the same industrial projects after the Gulag’s fall (Cohen, 2012) we expect that
the acquired or inherited values have been transmitted to future generations.3
To examine the long-run effect of Gulags on corruption we link the location and economic
activity of Gulags throughout the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s to firms in 2014 and households
in 2010. We find that both firms and households located within 10km of a Gulag are 5-10
percentage points less likely to report that informal payments are necessary to get things
done. This negative relationship holds for a range of corruption measures and conditional on
country and industry fixed effects. We then focus only on firms located near Gulags and find
that firms active in the same sector as the Gulag was are less likely to think that informal
payments are necessary. Importantly, we show that this result is unlikely to be driven by
industry- or city-level effects or by firm-level characteristics.
3

Peisakhin (2013) provides evidence on the vital role families in transmitting historical political identities
and Tirole (1996) and Hauk and Saez-Marti (2002) provide formal models of cultural transmission of
corruption that can explain the persistence of corruption in a society. We discuss these further in Section 2.
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Our results suggest that anti-corruption norms which may originate from a selection of
educated individuals or from post-traumatic change may have been transmitted within sectors
within Gulags. This result is in line with recent evidence that cities where Gulag camps were
located grew significantly faster than similar cities without camps (Mikhailova, 2012) and
that Gulag districts are associated with anti-communist voting during the last Soviet 1991
referendum and the first post-Soviet 1996 presidential election (Kapelko and Markevich,
2014). On the other hand we do not find evidence that the Gulags’ corrupt administration
culture has survived and infected 2014 firms. By providing evidence on the effect of Gulags
on corruption and by uncovering potential origins and channels of transmission our paper
contributes to our understating of long-run persistence (e.g. Guiso et al. (2016)) and its
relevance in Russia (e.g. Acemoglu et al. (2011)), and on the origin of corruption (e.g.
Treisman (2000)).
The rest of our paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the historical background
and a short case study. In Section 3 we present the data and in Section 4 the empirical
strategy. Our results are discussed in Section 5 and we conclude in Section 6.

2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Throughout the 1930s, 1940s and 1950s Stalin pushed for fast industrialisation of the Soviet
Union. The construction of the necessary infrastructure required a large and, preferably,
cheap labour force (Barnes, 2011). This was achieved through the forced relocation of around
18 million people, from petty criminals to political exiles to around 474 camps scattered
across the Soviet Union like a chain of islands (see Figure 6), what Solzhenitsyn (2003)
called the Gulag Archipelago.4 The camps were of various types, from prisons surrounded
with barbed wires to unguarded towns in remote locations, and were often devoted to a
particular economic activity, from mining to manufacturing and agriculture. As Hosford et
4

The Gulag Archipelago, a book by Solzhenitsyn (2003), is the most cited work on the Soviet labor camp
system and is compulsory reading in Russian schools.

4

Figure 2: Gulags and coal deposits around Karaganda

al. (2006) writes, “the GULAG participated in every sector of the Soviet economy, including
mining, highway and rail construction, arms and chemical factories, electricity plants, fish
canning, airport construction, apartment construction and sewage systems. Among the items
prisoners produced were missiles, car parts, leather goods, furniture, textiles, glass cups,
lamps, candles, locks, buttons and even toys.” One of the largest labour camps was KarLag,
the “labour camp of Karaganda”, where tens of thousands of prisoners were relocated and
transformed the steppes of central Kazakhstan (see Figure 2) into a center of metallurgical
industry (Harris, 1945).
Following Stalin’s dead in 1953 the Gulag system slowly came to an end. Many political
prisoners were rehabilitated and the Gulags were either closed or transformed into public
companies. Prisoners often ended up settling down and working at the same industrial
projects after the Gulag’s fall (Cohen, 2012; Barnes, 2011). Estimates by historians suggest
5

that approximately 50% of those released stayed in the proximity of the Gulag Barnes
(2011).5
We hypothesise that the Gulag system may have had long-run effects on corruption for
at least three reasons. Firstly, the Gulag administration was inherently corrupt. Heinzen
(2005) documents that the varieties of corrupt activities among camp officials included not
only bribery but also theft of state property, participation in illegal markets and speculation,
and embezzlement. In a study based on interviews with former camp inmates, Dallin and
Nicolaevsky (1947) suggest that graft had reached outrageous proportions as bribes of all
kinds were required for favourable work assignments, breaks, and better food. One reason for
this corrupt system was that the social order was turned upside down. Hardened criminals
convicted of murder, rape, and assault, known as “urka”, were put in charge and ruled via
intimidation and violence while guards were not concerned with abuses of justice and order
(Hosford et al., 2006). Guards were involved in theft and resale of prisoner property, e.g.
clothing and food, and even in Nigerian-email type scams, where they’d send forged letters to
prisoners’ families requesting that the relatives withdraw sums from the prisoners’ personal
accounts (Heinzen, 2005). The latter also details an embezzlement scheme through which
bookkeepers and cashiers established non-existent offices, payrolls, and even brigades of
workers to siphon government funds. Another source of corruption was that the production
at each camp was controlled by quotas, and prisoners had no choice but to cheat and pretend
to have fulfilled their quotas. As Hosford et al. (2006) writes, this cheating, or “tufta”, often
meant the difference between life and death. The prisoners had ingenious ways to game the
system. One trick to boost cut trees production, known as “freshening up the sandwiches”,
involved fetching some old logs and “freshening up” their ends before stacking them again.
The pervasiveness of systemic corruption could thus have persisted through the next decades
5

Anecdotal evidence suggests that many stayed because they considered the new location to be home.
Some stayed because they did not feel comfortable going back after being labeled as counter-revolutionaries.
Others, such as German farmers, did not have villages to go back to as their community had been completely
destroyed. Many prisoners also had an incentive to stay. They had formed social networks and had
opportunities for well paid jobs (Barnes, 2011).
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much like the Habsburg Empire bureaucracy (Becker et al., 2016) and resulted in higher
corruption today.
Secondly, the selection of intellectuals, scientists and individuals who were against the
regime into the Gulag system is likely to have had a long term effect on the local level of
corruption. Stalin targeted the political elite who were forced to plead guilty to fake charges
of treason (Miller and Smith, 2015). One estimate suggests that 1.6 million (nearly 2.5% of
the working population) had been arrested for counter-revolutionary violations during the
Great Terror of 1937 and 1938 (Kozlov, 2004). These were often far-fetched or even ludicrous.
The online Museum for Gulag History tells the story of a beekeeper who protested against
fake elections in 1949 by writing the word “Comedy” on his secret ballot was sentenced to 8
years in camps. As shown in Figure 3, counter-revolutionaries amounted to nearly one third
of the Gulag population, at around 500,000. What this selection of prisoners also implied was
a higher level of education. Figure 4 compares the education levels of the Gulag population
to that of the USSR as a whole in 1937. It suggests that only 8.4% of the Gulag prisoners
were illiterate compared to as much as 39% of the USSR population. Moreover, the share
of people with school achievement above secondary was twice as high in Gulags, at around
10%.6
Since prisoners often ended up settling down and continue working at the same industrial
projects after the Gulag’s fall the selection of educated dissidents may have led to inherited
anti-corruption family values. Indeed, as shown by Peisakhin (2013) using the split of
Ukrainians between Austrian and Russian empires in the late 18th century, families can play
a vital in transmitting historical political identities. Tirole (1996) and Hauk and Saez-Marti
6

In KarLag, the share of counter-revolutionaries among prisoners in many years exceeded 50%. Among
them were celebrated intellectuals such as Aleksander Solzhenitsyn, the author of Gulag Archipelago, and
famous scientists such as Alexander Chizhevsky and Nikolay Timofeev-Ressovsky. Such a high level of human
capital did not remain unexploited by the system. For example, it is well documented that in 1950 above
200 agricultural scientists were conducting research in KarLag (Shaimuhanov and Shaimuhanova, 1997).
Their goal was the fertilisation of the Kazakh steppe, which was considered necessary in the process of
Kazakhstan’s urbanisation. Interestingly, throughout the 1930s and 1940s this group of scientists was able
to produce over 200 scientific publications (Abrahmanova, 2014).
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Figure 3

Source: J. Arch Getty (1993).

Figure 4

Source: J. Arch Getty (1993).
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(2002) also provide formal models where cultural values of corruption are transmitted via
education from older agents to new agents and younger generations may inherit the reputation
of their elders. And as Collier (2016) writes, norms, identities, and networks are locally stable
and constitute a culture and that can explain the persistence of corruption in a society.
The third reason is that exposure to the violence and trauma of the Gulag may have led
to post-traumatic growth in moral values, a phenomenon of positive personal change following
devastating events documented by psychologists (Tedeschi and Calhoun, 1996). Examples of
change include a greater valuing of life, more meaningful relationships with others, greater
personal hardiness, a realization of new possibilities, and increased spirituality. Moreover the
economic literature, as reviewed in a recent meta-analysis of 19 studies covering more than 40
countries Bauer et al. (2016), also reveals that individual exposure to conflict and violence
tends to increase pro-social behaviour. There is little doubt that Stalin’s Gulag policies
were a traumatising experience. One notable event is the Great Terror of 1937 and 1938
during which almost a million people were executed for political offences and even more were
confined to Gulag camps (see Figure 5.) Living conditions in the camps were also probably a
traumatising experience. Prisoners often were forced into harsh physical labor while living in
overcrowded camps with little food, insufficient clothing, and poor hygiene. Mortality rates
were around five times higher than on average in the Soviet Union (Khlevniuk, 2004). Blyth
(1995) estimated a 95% credible interval of the number of deaths in camps from 9.7 million
to 16.7 million. A memo from a procurator of the Soviet Union to the chief of the People’s
Commissariat for Internal Affairs in 1938 stated that “Among the prisoners there are some
so ragged and liceridden that they pose a sanitary danger to the rest. These prisoners have
deteriorated to the point of losing any resemblance to human beings. Lacking food . . . they
collect orts [refuse] and, according to some prisoners, eat rats and dogs.” (Brent, 2008).
Khlevniuk (2004) also notes that there were corrosive and violent measures to keep inmates
in check and camps were told not to spare bullets when inmates attempted to escape.
We can thus hypothesize that anti-corruption values and identities emerging from a
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selection of educated and anti-regime individuals or from post-traumatic growth in moral
values were transmitted throughout the generations and have persisted to this day. This
would be consistent with research from Kapelko and Markevich (2014) which argues that
a vivid historical memory and tangible information about the Gulag increases anti-regime
behaviour by showing that the location of a Gulag camp in a district is positively associated
with anti-communist voting during the last Soviet 1991 referendum and the first post-Soviet
1996 presidential election. On the other hand the Gulags’ corrupt administration culture
could have survived and infected 2014 firms. We test these hypotheses in what follows.

3

DATA

In order to examine the long-run effect of Gulags on corruption we link the location and
the economic activity of Gulags to firms in 2014 and households in 2010 in countries of the
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former Soviet Union7 . The historical data on Gulags comes from Tatiana Mikhailova and is
available online. It provides the location, population, and economic activity of 474 camps
from 1921 to 1960 (see Figure 6). As shown in Figure 6 many of the Gulags are located
in remote regions such as the far east with little economic activity today. Thus, out of
the universe of 474 Gulags we keep 145 Gulags which are located within 10km of at least
one firm. Within our subsample of Gulags we differentiate between 3 types of economic
activities which can be identified and linked to the activity of firms today, Forestry (27% of
our subsample of Gulags), Agriculture food and light manufacturing (19%), and Extraction
of metals and metal manufacturing (11%).

7

We exclude Armenia, the Baltic countries, Belarus, Moldova, Turkmenistan and include Mongolia. Our
choice is determined by the availability of data and the presence of Gulags.
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Figure 6
Location and size of Gulags

It is important to note that Gulags can be active in more than one sector. For instance,
many Gulags were active in resource extraction, manufacturing and agriculture. While the
first two are naturally linked via the production chain, the latter would often be developed
to supply the increasing number of prisoners with food. The spatial distribution of Gulags
active those sectors is presented in Figure 7.
Figure 7
Gulags’ sectors of activity

(a) Location of Gulags active in Forestry

(b) Location of Gulags active in Agri., Food, and light Manufacturing

(c) Location of Gulags in the extraction and processing of metals

The data on corruption comes from two surveys, one on firms and another on households,
conducted jointly by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the World
13

Bank. The firm-level survey is the Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey
(BEEPS), which is a representative sample of an economy’s private sector and is based
on face-to-face interviews with the firm’s manager. We use data from the fifth round of
BEEPS in 2011-2014 which covers almost 16,000 enterprises in 30 countries, including 4,220
enterprises in 37 regions in Russia. It includes questions on a broad range of business
environment topics including corruption. The household survey is the second Life in Transition
survey (LiTS 2) which surveyed almost 39,000 households in 34 countries in 2010 to assess
public attitudes, well-being and the impacts of economic and political change. We are
particularly interested in different measures of corruption and focus on 3 questions from the
firm survey and 1 from the household survey. The 3 questions from the firm surveys are:
1. It is common for firms in my line of business to have to pay some irregular additional
payments or gifts to get things done with regard to customs, taxes, licenses, regulations,
services etc... Thinking about officials, would you say the above statement is always,
usually, frequently, sometimes, seldom or never true? (1=Never, 2=Seldom... 6=Always)
2. To what degree is corruption an obstacle to the current operations of this establishment?
(0=No obstacle, 1=Minor obstacle... 4=Very severe obstacle)
3. In town 2, the bureaucrats never take bribes. It is possible to get the permit following
the rules, but it takes quite a long time. Would you say that in this town, the
law-obedience of the bureaucrats is an obstacle to the current operations of the firm?
(If yes, to which degree?) (0=No obstacle, 1=Minor obstacle... 4=Very severe obstacle)
The household survey question we use is:
1. In your opinion, how often do people like you have to make unofficial payments or gifts
in these situations? (1=Never, 2=Seldom... 5=Always) Different situations:
a. Interact with the road police; b. Request official documents from authorities; c. Go
to courts for a civil matter; d. Receive public education (primary or secondary); e.
14

Receive public education (vocation); f. Receive medical treatment in the public health
system; g. Request unemployment benefits; h. Request other social security benefits.

These measures of corruption are not perfect. As it is illegal behaviour, some may be
reticent to answer, and answers may vary across cultural environment. While there is some
evidence that survey-based corruption estimates are downward-biased (Kraay et al., 2016),
Olken and Pande (2012) suggest that “In most contexts, there is relatively little stigma
associated with paying bribes, and so in many cases bribery can be measured using surveys
of firms or households.”. Moreover, Olken (2009) confirms that reported perceptions of
corruption do contain real information. We thus use the survey information while being
aware of its limitations. We’re also in the process of acquiring data for Russia on firm
tunneling, a specific kind of financial fraud, which provides an objective measure corruption
on industry-city level and has been used already by Mironov and Zhuravskaya (2016).
To increase comparability of the answers (note the different scale used for the individual
questions) and to ease interpretation we transform the raw data into binary variables. The
geographic coverage of the surveys is summarized in Table 1. The numbers in the first three
columns represent the number of Gulags, firms and households in the different countries
of the Soviet Union. Note that not every country had a Gulag and that approximately
two-thirds of the Gulags were located in Russia. In column 4 we present the shares of the
firms reporting informal payments. In column 5 the household equivalent is presented by
calculating an average for the different situations mentioned above (1a to 1h) .
In Figure 9 we spatially represent the constructed data set. The smallest dots represent
the location of firms. The yellow dots indicate the location of Gulags. We treat those as
being linked spatially if they are within a distance of 10km. The background colouring is
interpolated in locations without a firm and represents the reported level of corruption as
a distance weighted average of neighbouring firms. There are six regions which appear to
be plagued by corruption. Besides the expected hot spots of Moscow and Kiev, corruption
15

seems to be particularly wide spread in the area of Chelyabinsk (an industrial town in central
Russia), in the east of Ukraine, in the south of Kazakhstan and across Mongolia.
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Table 1: Descriptives
Number of obs.
Gulags1 Firms2 H.-holds2
(1)
(2)
(3)
Armenia

0

353

904

Azerbaijan

4

343

755

Belarus

0

345

716

Georgia

1

335

590

Kazakhstan

15

566

776

Kyrgyzstan

2

267

849

Moldova

0

342

766

Mongolia

1

342

592

101

3839

1128

Tajikistan

4

316

613

Ukraine

15

899

1213

Uzbekistan

2

376

1008

145

8324

9910

Russia

Sum/Average

Corruption
Firms3 H.-holds4
(4)
(5)
0.67
(0.47)
0.43
(0.50)
0.46
(0.5)
0.12
(0.32)
0.55
(0.5)
0.69
(0.5)
0.51
(0.43)
0.76
(0.5)
0.56
(0.43)
0.59
(0.49)
0.82
(0.49)
0.24
(0.38)
0.56
(.43)

0.53
(0.43)
0.88
(0.26)
0.34
(0.35
0.21
(0.34)
0.32
(0.38)
0.7
(0.40)
0.59
(0.35)
0.44
(0.42)
0.3
(0.33)
0.52
(0.35)
0.49
(0.37)
0.3
(0.31)
0.47
(0.4)

Note: Standard deviation of the estimates is presented in parentheses. 1 Gulags
which are further away than 10km form the location of any household or firm
are excluded from the analysis and, thus, are not included in the descriptives.
2 Firms and households which did not respond to our main question are not
included in the descriptives. 3 It is common for firms in my line of business
to have to pay some irregular additional payments or gifts to get things done
with regard to customs, taxes, licenses, regulations, services etc... Thinking
about officials, would you say the above statement is always, usually, frequently,
sometimes, seldom or never true? (1=Never, 2=Seldom... 6=Always. 4
Households interviewed answered to the following questions: In your opinion,
how often do people like you have to make unofficial payments or gifts in
these situations? (1=Never, 2=Seldom... 5=Always). The estimates of the
households represents an average of the answers to the individual situations.

17
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Note: The corruption estimates are spatially interpolated using the corruption perception answers from BEEPS. Firm’s managers
rated how like informal payments are on a scale from 1(Never) to 6 (Always).

Figure 9
Location of Gulags and firms’ perception of corruption

4

EMPIRICAL STRATEGY

We proceed in two steps. First, we are interested in the relationship between the historical
location of Gulags and the level of corruption across localities. To explore that we estimate
the following specification:

(1)

Corruptionf ilj = αi + γj + β1 Gl + β2 Xf + f ilj

where Corruptionf ij is a measure of corruption as reported by firm or household f in
industry i in country j;8 αi and γj are industry and country fixed effects, Gl is a dummy
indicating the presence of a Gulag within 10km; Xf represents a set of controls; f ij is
the error term which we allow to correlate arbitrarily in two dimensions: localities and
industries. In the firm level estimations Xf includes latitude, longitude, firm size, the number
of employees, profit per worker, total sales, and an indicator for whether the manager is a
female. In the household estimations Xf includes age and gender of household head and age
and gender of the respondent.
Our variable of interest is β1 which is an estimate of the relationship between the historic
location of Gulags and the level of corruption today. While the estimation of β1 allows us
to gauge the relationship between Gulag locations and corruption perceptions many years
later, it does not allow us to identify the transmission mechanism. Moreover, the presence of
potential confounding factors would not allow us to interpret these results causally. Omitted
variables are particularly problematic in this context because it is easy to think of differences
between firm and household characteristics which are correlated with the the proximity to
Gulags and which we cannot control for. To improve upon our identification strategy and to
8

For a higher homogeneity in responses (scale of answers differs across survey questions) and a simpler
interpretation we recode all answers such that they are equal to 0 if firms or households answer with ”Never”
or ”No Obstacle” and 1 otherwise.
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explore the actual transmission mechanism of values we proceed as follows. We identify the
economic activity of all the firms which are located within 10km of a Gulag and link these
to the economic activity of a Gulag. That reduces our sample to 2672 firms. Within this
subsample we link 12% of the firms in Wood, paper and paper products (2%), Food, textiles,
garments, tanning and leather (7%), and Basic metals and fabricated metal products (3%)
to Gulags which were active in forestry, agriculture food and light manufacturing, extraction
and the processing of metals (see Figure 7), respectively.
We consider firms which we can link in their economic activity and their location to
a Gulag as treated. While firms in other sectors in the proximity of the same Gulag and
firms in the same sector but near other Gulags comprise our control group. Intuitively,
we hypothesize that industries which have been exposed to corruption norms in the Gulag
because of their proximity were able to transfer these norms to subsequent generations. On
the other hand, firms from the same industry which are located in the proximity of a Gulag
with a different economic orientation will not be exposed to such norms to the same extent
and, thus, will not be able to transfer these to future generations. To test this idea, we
estimate the following specification for three different sectors (s ∈ {wood, metal, and light
manufacturing})

(2)

Corruptionsf isj = αis + γjs + β1 (αis ∗ Gss ) + β2 Gsf + β3 Xfs + sf isj

where Corruptionf isj is a measure of corruption as reported by firm f industry i located
in the proximity of a Gulag active in sector s in city j; αi and γj are industry and city fixed
effects, Gs is a dummy indicating the presence of a Gulag within 10km which was active in
industry s (Note that subscript l becomes redundant since we reduce the sample to firms
which are in the proximity of a Gulag such that Gl = 1 for all firms.); and Xf include
several location and firm specific controls such as latitude, longitude, number of employees,
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profit per worker, total sales, and an indicator whether the manager is a female. f isj is the
error term which we allow to correlate arbitrarily on the level of locality and the level of the
industry of the firm. The corruption variable is a dummy where 1 indicates corruption and
0 indicates no corruption. As before our variable of interest is β1 . Note that the expression
in the bracket in equation 2 is equal to 1 if and only if s = i, the industry of the firm and the
sector coincide. Thus, β1 is an estimate for the difference in corruption levels between firms
which can be spatially and in their economic activity linked to a Gulag and other firms which
cannot in at least one of the dimensions. More formally, a firm’s perception of corruption
which can be economically and spatially linked to the Gulag is β1 × 100 percentage points
higher relative to the control group.

5

RESULTS

The results from estimating equation 1 for three different measures of corruption are presented
in Table 2. We find that being within 10km of a Gulag is negatively associated with firms’
perception of corruption. The top panel suggests that firms are less likely to think that
informal payments are necessary to get things done. This result is robust to different
fixed-effect specification and our most conservative estimate suggests that the probability of
thinking that informal payments are necessary is 4.8 percentage points lower. The results
in the middle panel are consistent with firms near Gulags perceiving less corruption as they
are less likely to think that corruption is an obstacle to doing business, even though these
estimates are not statistically significant. The bottom panel suggests proximity to a Gulag
also affects corruption values. Indeed, when asked about a hypothetical situation in which
bureaucracy is burdensome and officials are law-abiding, firms near Gulags are less likely to
think of the officials as an obstacle. The probability is 8.5 percentage points lower. Figure 9
confirms this results visually. Firms near Gulags are less likely to perceive high corruption.
Re-estimating specification equation 1 with household data offers surprisingly similar
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Table 2: Gulag proximity and corruption prevalence - Firm-level evidence

gulag

Informal payments are necessary to get things done
(1)
(2)
(3)
-.072
-.067
-.030

(4)
-.048

(0.033)∗∗

(0.032)∗∗

(0.027)

(0.028)∗

Obs.

6912

6912

6912

4453

gulag

(1)
-.023

Corruption is an obstacle
(2)
-.022

(3)
-.013

(4)
-.018

(0.016)

(0.015)

(0.015)

(0.02)

7157

7157

7157

4621

Obs.

gulag
Obs.

Law-abiding civil servants are an obstacle
(1)
(2)
(3)
-.064
-.064
-.064

(4)
-.085

(0.033)∗

(0.033)∗

(0.025)∗∗

(0.027)∗∗∗

6650

6650

6650

4336

Notes: Standard errors are clustered in two dimensions: city and industry. Sample includes only private
companies and firms which answered the corruption question. All coefficients are estimated using OLS. In
column 1 the only two controls are longitude and latitude. In column 2 industry fixed effects are added to
the specification in column 1. In column 3 country fixed effects are added to the specification in column 1. In
column 4 industry fixed effects, country fixed effects and several location and firm specific observables (firm
size, profit per worker and total sales, indicator whether the manager is a female) are added to the specification
in column 1. Dependent Variables: Top panel: Binary variable which is equal to 0 if a firm responded that
informal payments are never necessary to get things done and 1 otherwise. Middle panel: Binary variable which
is equal to 1 if corruption has been identified as an obstacle. Bottom panel: Binary variable which is equal to
1 if the law obedience of civil servants (in a hypothetical scenario) is considered to be an obstacle.
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results. As seen in Table 3, households within 10km of Gulags are significantly less likely
to think informal payments are necessary to get things done across a large variety of public
services. For example, the probability that households think informal payments are necessary
to get things done in courts for a civil matter is 10 percentage point lower.
Table 3: Gulag proximity and corruption prevalence - Household-level evidence

gulag
Obs.

Informal payments are necessary to get things done
official doc courts school other educ. hospital benefits
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
-.017
-.100
-.082
-.068
-.015
-.104

police
(1)
-.047

social
(8)
-.104

(0.04)

(0.037)

(0.042)∗∗

(0.04)∗∗

(0.038)∗

(0.042)

(0.037)∗∗∗

(0.034)∗∗∗

12098

12251

11441

12299

12042

12756

11035

11186

Notes: Dependent Variable: Binary variable which is equal to 0 if a household responded that informal
payments are never necessary to get things done and 1 otherwise. Standard errors are clustered in two
dimensions: city and industry. Sample includes only households which answered the question. All coefficients
are estimated using OLS. In all columns we control for industry fixed effects, country fixed effects and several
household specific observable (age and gender of household head, age and gender of the respondent).

As already argued above the estimation of β1 does not allow us to identify the transmission
mechanisms.

To dig deeper into the transmission mechanisms and to build upon our

identification strategy we proceed as follows. Because we are worried that firms in the
proximity of Gulags differ fundamentally - in a way in which we cannot account for- from
firms further away, we focus on the subsample of firms which are within a radius of 10km of a
firm. Focusing on this sample we essentially estimate a difference in differences specification.
The economic activity of the Gulag represents the treatment. Thus, our treatment group
consists of firms which can be spatially and in their economic activity linked to a Gulag.
Our control group consists of firms which cannot be linked to the Gulag in at least one of
the dimensions.
While in our main results (Table 5) we use all firms which cannot be linked spatially and
economically to a particular Gulag, we do believe that the most appropriate control consists
of firms which are active in the same industry as the firm of the treated group but which are
located within the proximity of a Gulag which is active in a different industry. In Table 4 we
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present some evidence for the homogeneity of these groups. The only observable difference
is in the agriculture and light manufacturing sector. These firms appear significantly smaller
in the control group. However, we control for size and sales in column 4 of Table 5 and our
results barely affected.
Our main results is graphically depicted in Figure 10. It breaks down the control groups
into firms in the same Gulag as the treated but active in a different sector, and firms active
in the same sector but near Gulags active in different sectors. It shows that across the three
sectors the probability of reporting that informal payments are necessary to get things done
is lower than in both control groups. Note that the drop in the corruption measure in our
treated group is extremely similar across industries which is very comforting.
Formally, Table 5 presents the results of our within-industry within-Gulag regressions.
It suggests that for all three sectors, firms active in the same sector as the Gulag within
10km are less likely to think that informal payments are necessary to get things done. In our
most conservative estimates or results suggest that corruption perception is lower relative to
our control group by 15 to 20 percentage points.
These estimates suggest that Gulags’ long-run effect on corruption may operate via a
transmission of norms within industries within location. This is all the more possible since
workers and families were likely to remain in the same city and industry after the demise of
the Gulag system (Cohen, 2012). It is thus consistent with the model of cultural transmission
of Tirole (1996) and Hauk and Saez-Marti (2002) where cultural values of corruption are
transmitted via education from older agents to new agents and younger generations may
inherit the reputation of their elders. It’s also consistent with the evidence in Peisakhin
(2013) on the vital role families in transmitting historical political identities.
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Table 4: Balancedness of treated (firms in sector s which are in the proximity of a
Gulag which is active in sector s) and control (firms in sector s which are in the
proximity of a Gulag which is not active in sector s)
Treated
Mean S.D.
(1)
(2)

Control
Mean S.D.
(3)
(4)

p-value
(1)=(3)
(5)

33
83
983
28
1.8%

16
37
436

0.8
0.42
0.89

91
415
1040
133
8.2%

18
202
414

90
513
1638
72
3.3%

22
351
801

Wood and Paper
Number of employes
Total sales (’000000s)
Profit per employee (’000s)
Number of firms
Share of firms in sector s

28
48
911
23
2%

6
15
250

442
2332
1027
55
5.3%

255
1337
619

90
184
1810
15
2.6%

34
102
1374

0.49

Agri. and Light Manuf.
Number of employes
Total sales (’000000s)
Profit per employee (’000s)
Number of firms
Share of firms in sector s

0.04
0.04
0.99
0.06

Metal extr. and manuf.
Number of employes
Total sales (’000000s)
Profit per employee (’000s)
Number of firms
Share of firms in sector s

0.99
0.67
0.93
0.32

Note: Column 5 displays the p-value of a mean comparison test of columns 1 and
3.
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Notes: The estimates represent the unconditional mean of a binary variable. Binary variable is equal to 0 if a firm responded that
informal payments are never necessary to get things done and 1 otherwise. Confidence intervals are based on standard errors which
are clustered in two dimensions: city and industry. The results is presented for three different sectors which are indicated at the
top of the individual graphs. In the individual sectors the treated group consists of groups which are active in the same sector
as the Gulag in the proximity of the firm. The control consists of two types of firms. First, firms which are active in the Same
Sector but within the proximity of another Gulag which is not active in the same sector. Second, firms located in the proximity
of the Same Gulag but which are active in a different sector.

Figure 10
Informal payments are necessary to get things done

Forestry Gulag × Firm
in forestry
Forestry Gulag
Obs.

Table 5
Gulags’ sectors of activity
Forestry and paper production
baseline
industry
(1)
(2)
-.250
-.224
(0.092)∗∗∗

country
(3)
-.244

controls
(4)
-.194

(0.124)∗

(0.063)∗∗∗

(0.094)∗∗

-.017

-.020

0.016

0.022

(0.054)

(0.055)

(0.048)

(0.046)

2672

2672

2672

2237

Agriculture and light manufacturing
baseline
industry
(1)
(2)
Food-textile Gulag × Firm
-.249
-.251
(0.034)∗∗∗
(0.041)∗∗∗
in food-textile
Food-textile Gulag
-.060
-.063

Obs.

controls
(4)
-.209

(0.05)∗∗∗

(0.048)∗∗∗

-.063

-.066

(0.056)

(0.057)

(0.036)∗

(0.038)∗

2672

2672

2672

2237

Obs.

Metal Gulag × Firm
in metal
Metal Gulag

city
(3)
-.134

Exploration and production of metals
baseline
industry
(1)
(2)
-.255
-.292

city
(3)
-.123

controls
(4)
-.164

(0.056)∗∗

(0.028)∗∗∗

(0.082)∗∗∗

(0.069)∗∗∗

-.033

-.029

0.046

0.048

(0.06)

(0.06)

(0.022)∗∗

(0.043)

2672

2672

2672

2237

Notes: Dependent Variable: Binary variable which is equal to 0 if a firm responded that informal payments
are never necessary to get things done and 1 otherwise. Standard errors are clustered in two dimensions: city
and industry. Sample includes only companies which have been private from the date of creation and firms
which answered the question. All coefficients are estimated using OLS. In column 1 the only two controls
are longitude and latitude. In column 2 industry fixed effects are added to the specification in column 1. In
column 3 city fixed effects are added to the specification in column 1. In column 4 industry fixed effects, city
fixed effects and several location and firm specific observables (firm size, profit per worker and total sales,
indicator whether the manager is a female) are added to the specification in column 1.
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6

CONCLUSION

In this paper we examined the long-run effect of the Gulag system on corruption 60 years
after the system’s fallout. We showed that corruption perception by firms and households
are lower when firms are nearby Gulags, and that within cities nearby Gulags, firms active in
the same sector as the Gulags were the least likely to perceive corruption as a problem. Our
results suggest that the Gulags’ long-run effect on corruption may operate via a transmission
of norms within industries within location. In other words, the Gulag effect may operate via a
selection of anti-corruption regime resisters rather than via a lasting corruption contamination.
This is possible since workers and families were likely to remain in the same city and industry
after the demise of the Gulag system (Cohen, 2012). It is thus consistent with models
of cultural transmission of within families and is also in line with previous results which
suggest that a vivid historical memory and tangible information about the Gulag increases
anti-regime behaviour Kapelko and Markevich (2014). In future research we’ll investigate
other possible channels of long-run cultural persistence.
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